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euause=af-heent=interest-1=commnixinaLiamischal rs --

in "General Systems Theory" and "MOdern Organizational_
. 1

significant features of these approaches to theory build-
ng to organ 4.1.

"Something called 'modern organizational theory' has receaemerged,"

wrote Scott (1961), "raising the wrath of some traditionalists, but also

capturing the imagination of a rather elite avantegarde" (p. 8). In,little

more than ten yeari, however, Scott's "rather elite avantegarde" has became a

majoimovement united by the premise that "the only meaningful way to study

organization is to study it as a system" (Scott, 1961, p. 17). 'Indeed, accord-

ing to Sadler and Barry (1970, "The classical and human relations approaches

to the study of organizations have been succeeded by new approaches concerned

with the study of organizations as systems,' (p. 57). These new approaches to

the study of organizations are especially significant to researchers, theorists,

and practioners of organizational communication. As'Johnson,,Kast, and Rosen-

zweig (1964) noted, "Communication plays a vital role in the implementation of

the systems concept. It is the connecting and integrating link among the

systems network" (p. 378). For just this reason Steil (1971) argued, "an

ti
understanding of modern organization theory should 'profitably enhance the speech-

'-f'
communication scholar's understanding of the, organization and in turn-organiApa-

tional communication" (p. 84). In, "modetn organizational theory" coMmnnica5ion

is the focal point for the application of systems analysis to the functioning

of organization.

4
Ehling (1966) was quite definite in his assessment of the potential of

systems approaches' to problems of organizational communication theory:-'

The point of my comments is that there are some new approaches
in researching the behavior of individuals and social groups/.

3



-. ij--=--- LudwigTwan Be talanffy, --Renneth-Bohlding-i---and--Anatol-

Rapoport, among others, have *oWn the significance
'6E-appOing-theee-new-notioh7s-Madeelear-In-genera-----------

.

systems theory.:..It is my contention that much of the
var$Ohii/ty fOund-itr-'recent--31*strialCoMinunicat-ions-
research can be more effectively handled and controlled
by the newer methods of ana siS'than through the tradi-
tional social psychologic and sociological approaches
which have dominated muc of communications research during
the last three decades (p. 88).

Redding (1968) weLnti less equivocal -when he wrote that, "there is no substi-

tute for systems-thinking in any serious study of organizational communication"

(p. 105). In the broadest sense, therefore, Our problem as studefits of

organizational.4communicatiOn is the implementation of the observations of

Steil\(1971), Ehling (1966), and Redding (1968) concerning "modern organiza-

tional theory," and the uee'of a "systems approach",to examine specific

problems of information diffusion networks in organizations.

Systems Approaches

Ethery (1969) suggested that there are two primary trends of thought from

which the systems concept emerges: 1) a concern with the design of complex

engiribering systems, and 2) concern that progresses from theorizing about

biological systems in general to specific social systems (p. 7). The first

approach arose from work-in such areas as operations research, man-machine

systems, And computer 'simulation. According to Bearden and McFarlan (1966)

this approach to the systems concept consists of "freeing ourselves from

restraints inherent in manual methods of problem polving" (p. 105).v It is

essentially a decision-making approach based on mathematical_ and logical

(usually computer oriented) models. While much of the current literature on

organizational functioning has focused on the techniques of this approach

for solving complex multi-variable problems, this is not what has been
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generally_ included under the _label_nodern_orgaaization. theory" and this is

1 : 11 MEM=

The :more applicable, second- approach is best exemplifid in the works of

Bertalanffy'(1962, 1968), Boulding (1953, 1956a, 1956b), and James Miller (1965,

1971a, 1971b). This approach, generally referred to as General Systems Theory,

was Pioneered by Bertalanffy in his work on an organismic theory of biology in

the 1930's. Bertalanffy (1968) defined systems as "sets.of elements standing

in interaction" (p. 38). If the interaction is entirely internal, the system

is closed. If the interaction of elements is both internal and with elements

of the environment (external), the system is open. This distinction between
f

open and closed systems provides the most provocative of the systems concepts.

Classical and human relations theories of organization were based on the concept

of internal regularity. Whether the nature of the regularity was mechanistic

as in bureaucratic theory or cyClic as in flow theory, the_organization was an

entity or identity independent of its social environment. While this mode of

analysis is possible in General Systems Theory, through the examination of

closed systems, a second mode is possible through open systems analysis (popularly)

referred to as Open Systems Theory). This second mode is significant since, as

Johnson, Kast, and Rosenzweig (1967) noted, "Such a description of a system

adequately fits the typical social organization" (p. 12).

A qualification is necessary, as Katz and Kahn (1966) argued:

Open systems theory is not a theory at all;' it does not pretend
to specific sequences of cause and effect, the specific hypo-
theses and tests of hypotheses which are the basic elements of
theory.... Open systems theory is an approach and a conceptual
language for understdhding and describing many kinds and levels
of phenomena (p. 452).

The concept of the open system is-not itself a theory, but with its focus on

universal phenomena it can provide a foundation for future organizational

5
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theOries.. Typical phenciena_for analysiSAAclucle, according to Bertalanffy

(1-968), wholeness. growth, differentation, hierarchy, dominance, dontrol. and-

tomp_otitiqm_til..; 4 7)- _ _

. _

Sadler and Barry (1970) presented three characteristIcs which generally

are included in "modern organizational theories":

1. Concern with the organization as a whole.
2. Concern with the organization in relation to its environment.
3. Concern with the dynamics of organizational life and organizational

development.

Thus the key concepts of "modern organization theory" would be: 1) wholenss,
;

2) openess, and 3) process. "The systems approach," noted Churchman (1969),

"is simply a way of thinking abe4t these total systems and their components"

(p. 11).

Systems Thinking

Perhaps the most succinct statement of the characteristics and demands of

systems thinking is Chin's (1961):

ana y is model of syStem demands that we treat the pnenomena
and the concepts for organizing the pnenemena as ifthere existed
organization, interaction, interdependency, and integration of
parts and elements. Systems ana sis assumes structure and
stability within some arbitraril sliced and krozen time period
(p. 202).

The conceptual language for examining organiOtional wholeness, openness, and

process includes, therefore, organization (the arrangem4nt of complete and

functioning wholes), interaction ,(mutual or reciprocal activity--the primary

mode of which is communication), interdep aency (transfer of effect--so that

a change in one part of a system is felt eventually throughoutthe system),

and integration (the formation rule of t elwhole-'-such that synergistically

the whole is not "more" than the sum of he parts, but the whole is "different",.-

from the sum of the parts).
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Ifoulding (1956b) elabbrated.the notion ofenalysis by levelsi noting that .

thereexistilELhierarayoLszialerres-ondintothcomlexit

of tindtvidualsi-of-.the-vartaus mOviricaLlIelde 201) ach level-of

complexity incorporates the lower levels and consequently, "much valuable in-

formation and insight can be obtained by applying low-level systems to high-level

subject matter" (p. 206). Each level of complexity reflects systems which are

both complete (on that level) and parts/elements/components of systems on

higher levels. Thus, Koestler (1967) noted that any living system must be

analyzed in terms of 'hierarchy, "wherever there is life, it must be hierarchi-

cally-organized" (p. 47). Koestler coined the word HOLON (from the Greek, holos

or whole, and the suffix on suggesting .a part or a.particle) to be used to

analyze the system which is both a complete-system with sub - systems, and a sub-

system of some larger system. His analysis, therefore, would include the sub-

system, the system, and the supra-system (whicl? in other formulations could be

considered as the environment of the system).

Katz and Kahn (1966) have developed more fully the notion of organiiations

as open systems dependent on-their environments. They isolated nine character-

istics to d e all open systems:

1. The importation of energy.. Resources (people, materials, in-
formation, etc.) are drawn from the environment into the system.
No open system is self-sufficient.

2. The through-Put. The input is somehow transformed.

3. The output. The system exportssOme kind of matter/energy into
the environment. The output includes both the final products of
the through -put and the waste products..

4. Systems as cycles of events. The productssent into the enViron-'.
meht furnish the sources of energy for the Yrepetition of the cycl.
of'evehts. Goods are gold to produce revenhe to purchase raw
Materials to,be transformed into goods to be sold to produce
revenue, etc. 0 .

5. Negative entrophy. Not only does the system 'import enough
ehergy*to maintain itself, but it imports extra energy as a

7
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Rafety margin to prevent the oyetem from exporting more energy

than it imports (death).
Information input ,negativefeedbacks_ and the coding process.
Open systems operate and control operations by gathering in-

A

tormatitirctrom-±heL-32rozi-ronmentanct_frocapelat.tionS-
coding the informationi and Usingr,it to determine problem areas.

7. The steady -state and dynamic homeostasis. Open systems tend to

maintain their basic character by:either resisting changes, off-
setting changes, incorporating the changes into its basic
character, or by developing new characteristics.

8. Differentiation. Crude patterns become more sophisticated and
specialized by function. A division of labor occurs.

9. Equifinality. A single end state (goal) can be reached in a_;
variety of ways. Note: as the specialization of function in -.
creases, the options available to the system May decrease
(paraphrase, pp.`10-26).

These characteristics reflect the creative and constantly emerging nature of

open systems. As French (1963) note,'"A system is a particular linking of

events which has a facilitating effect, or an intended facilitating effect,

on the carrying out of.a process" (p. 49). In this concept of process, the

organization as mhuman system (unlike the biological system) exists. "Organ-

izations possess no physical structure,":wrote Collins (1968), "Structure is

given to social systems by the arrangement of events rather than the arrange-
.7

ments of things" (p. 15).

Churchman (1969) put many of the notions of this conceptual language in

perspective by considering four major way in which systems thinking is utilized:

(1) The advocates of efficiency; they claim that the best approach to
a system is to identify the trouble spots, and especially the places
where there is waste....and then proceed to remove the inefficiency.
(2) The advocates of the use of science in approaching a system; they
claim that there is an objective way to look at a system and to build
a 'model' of the system that describes how it works. The science
used is sometimes mathematics, sometimes economics, sometimes 'be-
havioral' (e.g., psychology and sociology). (3) The advocates of
human feeling, i.e., the humanists; they claim that systems are people
and the fundamental 4Proach to systems consists of first looking at
the human values: freedom, dignity, piivacy....(4) The anti-planners,
who believe any attempt to lay out specific and 'rational' plans. is
either foolish or dangerous or downright evil. The cotrect 'approach'
to systems is to live in them, react to one's experience; and not try
to change them...(pp. 13-14).
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it is the scientific version of systems thinking that Chin (1961), Emery (1969),

Colins 49.610 presented. They presented models.., (conceptual- languages) for

understanding the functioning of organizations. In general, the models recog-

nized organizations as given, identifiable, structures of events with the in-

-herent ability to change. Thus the organization as supra-system (environment).

is necessary to provide energy for the survival of its members as systems; and

the members as sub-systems are necessary to carry out the processes (events)

which give the organization its form and existence.

At this point the efficiency, humanistic, and anti-planning versions of

systems thinking become significant by virtue of their focus on value criteria.

People and organizations depend upon each other for survival; at the same time

they influence each other. It is theoretically probably that people can help

create organizations which maximize their personal potential4for survival,

while the organization can help create peOple which maximize its potential for

survival. Therefore, the criteria for ultimate survival.and immediate influence

become significant. Churchman's efficiencyversion'of systems-thinking considers

inefficiency as the primary threat to survival, accepts the axiom that, "All

waste is bad;" and gears its actions to the elimination 'of waste--despite the

recognition by the'scientific version that negative entrophy demands excess

energy assafety margin against death. The humanistic version considers ex-

ploitation as the primary threat, accepts the axiom that, "The individual is

inviolate "'and aims its actions at maximizing individual freedom of choice:-

despite the scientific version's realization that a system as a cycle of events

demands regularity and predictability of behaviors The anti-planning version'

considers change as the primary threat to sruvival, accepts thq Axiom, "Work

9
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within the status quo," and acts for the preservation of the current system--

L.-117i.tr-IlleaUentifi-c1,tonts contention that_ change is inevitshle_and equi

____i_finality_suggestethatimany_differentimmalimaldhe e.qually3IPsirahle-

Clesrly the systems approach to "modern organization theory" provides a

conceptual language for understanding the organization as a dynamic and pur-

poseful entity. But simply knowing and understanding the language of the systems

concept does not allow us to handle the variability of past research mentioned

by Ehling (1966) nor conduct the serious study mentioned by Redding (1968).

Therefore, the systems approach of "modern organization theory" must be applied

specifically to organizational communication.

Orkinizational Communication

"In an exhaustive theory of organization," wrote Barnard (1938), "communi

cation would occupy a central place, because the structure, extensiveness, and

scope of organization are almost entirely determined by communication techniques".

(p. 91). In "modern organization theory" the communicative process does, in

fact, occupy a central place. As noted earlier, Johnson, Kest, and Rosenzweig

(1964) wrote that "It (the communicative process) is the connecting and inte-

grating link among the systems network" (p. 378). In their influential analysis

of the organization as an open system Katz and Kahn (1966) devoted considerable

space to communication as the essence of organization.

In this sense, communication--the exchange of information and the
transmission of meaning--is the very essence of a social system
or an organization. The input of physical energy is dependent
on information about it, and the input of human energy is made

possible through communicative acts. Similarly the transformation
of energy (the accomplishment of work) depends upon communication
between people in each organizational sub-system and upon communi-
cation between sub-systems. The product carries meaning as it
meets needs and wants, and its use is further influenced by the
advertising and public relations material about it. The amount of
support which an organization receives from its social environment

10



is also affected by theinformationkwhich elite groups and wider__

publics have acquired about its goad, activities,' and accomp-

--L-lishments"

tu-aticial wocess of the broadest relevance

in the functioning of any group, organization, or society. It

is possible to subsume under it such fo'rms of .social interaction

as the exertion of influence, cooperation social contagion or

imitation, and leadership (pp. 223-224).

Although Katz and Kahn were operating frpm an unsophisticated and incomplete

definition of communication, they none the less apprehended the significance

of the communicative process in humah'systema. Scott (1964 summarized this

View by describing the communicative, proces.s 4s "a mechanism which links. the

segments of the system-together" (p. 20). Thus, in human organizations,

communication is the central process integrating'the human, physical, financial,

And informational elemeats. Through the acts of communicating the organization

is formed and maintained.

Recognizing the creative power of humans communicating, Thayer (1968)

observed:

It is the communica 'Occurs within it, and the communication

that occurs betweer0' organization and its environment, which both._

defines the organitat and determines the conditions of its exist-

ence and the direction of its movement (pp. 101-102).
.

Simon (1957).. established that the communicative process is a necessary character

istic of organization. "It is obious that without communication there can be

no organization" (p. 154). Cherry (1957) went a step further, noting thatthe

communicative prOcess is not just a necessary condition for,,organization, but

%

a sufficient condition. "Communication renders true social life practicable,

for communication means organization" (p. 5). Thus there is evidence that an

understanding of organizatiOns from a systems perspeCtive requires an under-

standing of the communicative processes within the organization.

Organizational communication as a field of study attempts to investigate
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the behaviors And their consequences which constitute communicative processes

I :I 0 I I (1972) argued n

organizatiomaLFammzinication-is .conceived-AdHaa-a7general-tarea:of-gmpirt-cal

research conducted by scholars from a number of fields, all of whom are concerned

with the way in which people communicate within their organizations" (p. 270).

Within organizations, MacDonald and Farace (1970) observed that ". . relatively

stable and regular patterns of work and communication activities can be observed;

the purview of scholars of organizational communication is to describe and

analyze these communication and information patterns" (p. 2). These patterns

to a large extent determine the functioning of an organization. As Bavelas

and. Barrett (1951) suggested:

It is entirely possible to view an organization a\ an el borate

system for gathering, evaluating, recombining, and disseminating
information. It is not surprising, in these to s, that the

effectiveness of an organization with respect to,achievement
of its goals should be so closely related to its effectiveness in
handling information. In an enterprise whose success depends.on
the coordination of the efforts of all its members, the managers
depend completely on the quality, the amount, and the rateat
which relevant information reaches them. The rest of the or-
ganization, in turn, depends on the efficiency with which the
managers can deal with this information and reach conclusions,
decisions, etc. (p% 368).

This same recognition of the significance of the information diffusion networks

within the, organization that prompted Barnard (1938) to contend that, "the

. ,

first executive function is to develop and maintain a system of communication"

(p. 226). Scott (1961) elaborated:

Communication is viewed as the method by which action -evoked from

parts of the system. Communication acts not only as estimuli re-
sulting in action, but also as a control and coordination mechanism
linking the decision centers in the system into a synchronized
pattern (p. 20).

What is ignificant is not that patterns and networks do emerge, but that

they are constantly emerging. Unrestricted channels of communication in most

12
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organizations would be completely unworkable. No manager would be able to keep

up with the myriad of changing inputs:fsuch a system would be Chaos. Moreover,

such a system would not be "organized." There would be neither structure, nor

control, nor hierarchy. The events would be either completely random, or de-

pendent upon organizationally irrelbvant factors (e.g., geography). Katz and

Kahn (1966) noted that the selection or designation of communication channels ,,,,

is the first step to establishing the organization as a structure of events:

To move from an unorganized state to an organized state requires
the introduction of constraints'and restrictions to redUce diffuse
and random Communication to channels appropriate for the accamp-,
.lishment of organizational objectives (p. 225).

Moreover, according to French and Bell (1071), the designation of cOmtunication'

channels is a significant step in maintaining the organization as a structure

of events:

A central issue in organizational life, then, is the degree to which '

members of the organization are permitted to communicate fully with
each other about the various organizational subsystems and the degree
to Which such communication is facilitated (p. 82).

Conclusion

The above discussion suggests

organigational theory" through the
ti

provides a potentially significant

two major, conclusions. First, "Aodern

application of "open systeme conceptS

analytical. model for organizational cammuni-s,

cation scholars. This analytic model is incorporated in the possibility of

adopting various,perspectives (scientificr humanistic, efficiency, and anti-
.

planning) for utilizing the conceptual language of tystdms thinking '(focusing
4

on openness, wholenesi, priacess, 'interaction, interdependency, integration, etc.).-

Second,
%

from this perspective, organizational communication as a field of study

.would be devote' to the investigation of the regular (formal, informal, task,

13
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social,. upward, dowmard, later l., horizontal, etc'.) patterns, networks, and/or

channela of, informati n diffusion 'and expyrience sharing through which the

activities of'persons in organizatiadS are coordinated, controlled, and

evaluated.'

14
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